Manifesto for Publicity Officer
YOU! Yeah, you! Do you like e-mails?
Do you enjoy being informed?
Do you look forward to those cosy nights in just
perusing the gripping CUMaSKini, hot cup of tea in
hand?
Okay, you’re right, that’s a bit extreme. No one
drinks tea.
(Alright, fine, I do.)

Seriously though! The CUMaSKini is an amazing platform for
reaching out to all CUMaS members, keeping them on the ball and up
to date with everything that this busy society does, which is why I
want to be a part of running it.
Hello! I haven’t introduced myself yet. I’m Marcus, first year
medic at Churchill College and I want to be your Publicity Officer!
Here are some of my ideas:
1) Improve accessibility to all the new offer-holders (undergraduates and grads.)
to reduce the number of people falling through the cracks. Providing our contact
details to the University Admissions or working with International Welfare Officers
in the colleges will hopefully help spread awareness about CUMaS to all Malaysian
offer-holders.
2) Develop a working relationship with the Malaysian Societies in all the
other UK universities, facilitating advertising and publicizing of big events such
as MNight.
3) Work with the Graduate Representative to make sure all the
Graduate Events are circulated to the mailing list to make sure they don’t
miss out!

Why you should consider me:
1) I have had past experience with newsletters and mailing lists, being both a
Columnist and Assistant Editor for newsletters in high school and college.
2) I enjoy working with others which I believe will benefit a Publicity Officer
whose role often goes hand in hand with the many events organized by the
rest of the Committee.
3) Currently not on the committee for any other societies, allowing me to
dedicate my time to CUMaS.

A fading, near invisible knee
bruise from brutal MNight dance
practices. Tut, tut, if that’s not
dedication, I don’t know what is.
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